TOP STORY

U-Multirank 2016 | New data release

U-Multirank has just released its third edition online, the largest ever. The new global university rankings include:

- More than 1,300 universities
- From over 90 countries
- 13 subject areas, including 6 areas new this year
- Social sciences & humanities ranked for the first time
- 10 lists of top performers in individual measures
- New comparison tool launched, optimised for mobile phones

Read all the latest about the new data release, new analysis and new comparisons... more.

UNIVERSITY SPOTLIGHT

Polytechnique Montréal

Engineering, in whatever form, is the application of science, so it’s no surprise that Polytechnique Montréal, one of Canada’s leading engineering teaching and research institutions, is at the forefront of efforts to ensure its work has an impact on society, through... more.

IN THE NEWS

US research dominance hides diverse strengths in global higher education

An exclusive analysis of U-Multirank’s latest data release reveals that, while American universities continue to dominate research performance, the picture is far more diverse when it comes to teaching and other strengths... more.

U-Multirank in the Media

US university dominance challenged by new rankings
Specialist unis not better researchers
Good rankings are not easy but they can be produced
Where next for world university rankings?

See our “Press” section for more.

MEASURES THAT MATTER

Understanding income from continuing professional development

Universities play an important role in making sure the workforce of the world is qualified and competent. That doesn’t stop, however, when students graduate and get jobs. Their knowledge and skills need to stay fresh, keep up-to-date and even grow. That’s why U-Multirank looks at... more.

BEHIND THE SCENES

Introducing CHEPS | Center for Higher Education Policy Studies

Based at the University of Twente in the Netherlands, CHEPS is an interdisciplinary research centre that is active in education, research, training and consultancy in higher education policy. Focusing particularly on international comparisons, CHEPS works at a national, European and global level conducting ground-breaking research in... more.

DON’T FORGET

U-Multirank’s Network of Institutional Coordinators: UNICo

U-Multirank will host its first webinar for UNICo members in the coming weeks. Stay tuned for info!

Registration for U-Multirank 2017 now online:

Universities interested in registering, can now express their interest online by completing our quick and easy form. To register, click HERE.

www.umultirank.org